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A GUIDE FOR THE BLIND' 

For a good many years past we have been treated to popular 
science, but until comparatively recently popular scholarship has 
been spared us. Time was when only the scholar could consult 
"sources," but now-a-days democracy demands equal privileges 
for everybody, in scholarship as in politics and society. If the 
would-be investigator cannot go to the "sources," then the 
"sources" must be brought to him. This style of work having 
become fashionable, it is of interest to see how it may be done, 
and inasmuch as the recent facsimile reproduction of The Old 
Yellow Book of Browning, "with translation, essay, and notes," 
bears the imprimatur of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, 
one of the learned institutions of the world, it is no doubt fair to 
take it as a type of the best work of its class, and to suppose that 
an examination of its merits may throw some light upon the whole 
realm of literature to which it belongs. 

No doubt we shall all agree that such translations, as intended 
not for the scholar but for the "general reader," should be clear 
in language, accurate in rendering, and adequate and exhaustive 
in the presentation of materials. The man who needs the trans- 
lation has not the knowledge to serve as a check upon the trans- 
lator. He puts himself unreservedly under guidance and trusts 
to his cicerone-a faithless class too, ciceroni-not to lead him 

astray or furnish him with spurious information. Unless the 
guide be qualified for his position, the most zealous of the per- 
sonally conducted through the fields of erudition will acquire 
from his excursion but a confusion of distorted, inaccurate, utterly 
unscientific notions. 

Unfortunately the accredited expositor has in this instance 
brought to his task a quite uncommon ignorance of the three 
languages that might have been helpful to him and his readers. 

1 The Old Yellow Book, source of Browning's "The Ring and the Book," in complete 
photo-reproduction with translation, essay, and notes, by Charles W. Hodell; cclxii+345 pp. 
Carnegie Institution of Washington, July, 1908. 
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2 LOUISE FAGAN PEIRCE 

His Latin may be gauged by his translation of toto coelo, "in the 
face of all heaven" (p. 96), or operae pretium ducere, as "pay 
down the price of toil" (p. 50); his Italian by his rendering of 
volto a dire, as "I turn back to say" (p. 76); his English by 
such a sentence as "Browning uniformly locates the home on the 
Via Paolina" (p. 318). Indeed his characterization of the lan- 
guage of the lawyers' pleas as "inaccurate grammatically, amor- 
phous rhetorically, and utterly without the lift which a lawyer 
with good command of language should give to the treatment of 
a technical subject" is so admirable a description of his own 
translation that one can forgive the slight injustice that it does 
Arcangeli and Bottini. Beyond a doubt the Latinity of the 
ecclesiastical courts in the year of grace 1698 was somewhat bar- 
barous-"No Tully, Ulpian at the best"-but it would need an 
added infusion of Boeotianism to find adequate transcription into 
such English as "We believe we have sufficiently canvassed these 
matters with galloping pen because of the shortness of the time 
of merely three hours" (p. 133), or "For Pompilia to show her- 
self at her window at the hiss of her lover does not savor well" 

(p. 92). 
At its best the translation of the vernacular pamphlets is 

highly Italianate. At its worst it bears little relation to the 
original. Everywhere it teems with sins, negligences, and igno- 
rances. "I forbear to respond to what the Anonymous Writer 
has tried to have believed to the praise of Abate Paolo France- 
schini, to excite greatly our pity" (p. 183). Such is the trans- 
lation when it is accurate. Mrs. Plornish, we all remember, 
attained such celebrity by addressing Signor Baptista, "Me ope 
you leg well soon," that it was considered a very short remove 
from speaking Italian, and if the general reader, who was the 
object of the translator's amiable intentions, entertains this same 
theory of the relationship of tongues, he may perhaps be satisfied 
with the translation. In a translation he may fail to be startled 
by the violence of such a metaphor as "tear our house to tatters," 
p. 73 (lacerino la nostra casa). Perhaps-in a translation-he 
may consider "The execution of poor Signor Guido has taken 
place, with the loss of his head" (p. 190) merely a neat circum- 
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A GUIDE FOR THE BLIND 3 

locution. He may admit that Pompilia acted "entirely by mere 
instigation" (p. 76). He may regretfully allow that "her 
matronly shame had been tampered with" (p. 94). It may seem 
entirely natural, in translator's English, that Pompilia's recourse 
to her supposititious parents should be described as "going back 
to the pity of the Comparini," p. 174 (ricorrere alla piet4 di dd. 
conjugi Comparini). Captious criticism shall not assail "Pietro 
Comparini was supplied with plenty of money from the full hand 
of some unknown person," p. 121 (Pietro Comparini abbondante 
di danaro somministratoli con larga mano da persona ignota). 
Compassion shall be "living," p. 173 (viva), Violante shall be 
"imbued with Guido's flatteries and endearments" (p. 170), 
Caponsacchi's lay dress shall be stigmatized as "improper clothes" 
(p. 148), Pompilia's alleged conduct shall be called "dishonest," 
p. 153 (inhonesta). All this jargon the reader for whose use 
translations are prepared will accept naturally. Moreover, the 
piquancy of the narrative will carry him through passages like 
the following: 

And all that is being reported that a driver testifies that he had seen 
them kissing along the road has no legal foundation. For it rests merely 
on the word of a single witness of the lowest class, and he swears to 
matters that are quite improbable, because he had to drive the carriage 
with such rapidity as that with which the fugitives were following their 
journey. Hence it was almost impossible for him to look backward, or 
to see what they were doing inside of that covered carriage. And this is 
all the more so because his deposition is vague, nor does it specify 
whether the kisses were given at night or by day. But his deposition is 
rendered much more doubtful and improbable because, in such a swift 
journey as the carriage was making, it might chance during the jolting 
of it that the accident of their faces meeting casually would arise, and 
to him this might seem the act of kissing. This happens very com- 
monly, even when one is making no such journey, according to the 
quality of the road and the rough ways which one finds (p. 179). 

To dimly suspected inaccuracy, to occasional obscurity, to tor- 
mented language, to well-meant attempts to minimize the differ- 
ences made at the Tower of Babel, the reader of translations will 
show a resigned, perhaps a cheerful, complaisance, but unless he 
has learned from Mr. Henry James or Mrs. Eddy that oracles 
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4 LOUISE FAGAN PEIRCE 

speak always in riddles, will he not misdoubt his guide when he 
comes upon such a passage as this: "But this shall never be, even 
if there do not follow both love and concord. I will never advise 
that," p. 89 (Questo non sar& mai vero, se pure non seguisse 
d'amore, e d'accordo; ma io non ce ili consigliarb). Or: "In the 
Court many a time I exaggerated the excess of her supposed con- 
ception," p. 107 (essagerai pite volte nel Tribunali l'eccesso del 
Parlo supposto) . 

Will not such utterances convince the uninitiated that "sources" 
are indeed strange and wonderful? The slight residue of obscurity 
in "The Ring and the Book" will become quite intelligible, the 
murkiness and turbidity of its source being considered. Brown- 
ing will seem for once to have clarified, and not to have clouded. 
In apparent contradiction to his alleged predilection for befogging 
the clear and involving the simple, he will seem in this case to 
have found a limpid narrative, a fluent argument, where to the 
bewildered vision of the reader of the translation only turbidity 
and confusion and obscurity resided. 

For the vindication of Browning from the frequent charge of 
wilful obscurity, such an impression perhaps ought to receive 
encouragement, but whether it is in consonance with the facts is 
decidedly open to question. Perhaps we cannot demand of the 
translator that his translation affect the reader as the originals 
affected their several circles of readers in the year 1698. The 
scholastic subtleties of the lawyers, their casuistical logic, their 

pedantic array of authorities, will not touch the intellect even of 
the jurisprudents of our generation, as they did the auditors of the 

Papal Camera in the seventeenth century. The popular pamphlets 
cannot again evoke the interest that they did when Guido and his 
four companions were lying in prison, their fate still undecided, 
and all the tongues of Rome wagging about them pro or con as 
only Italian tongues can wag. Only on the supposition that they 
were accompanied by a potent love philter, can even the most 
sentimental of our generation understand the alleged emotional 
effects of the love letters. The old tragedy may be brought again 
upon the boards, but to us the actors are puppets, and not per- 
sonaggi as they were to the spectators of two hundred years ago. 
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A GUIDE FOR THE BLIND 5 

We cannot be made to feel as the Romans of that day felt, but it is 
not too much to demand that this translation of the actors' parts make 
upon us, within measure, the same impression that the originals 
produced upon at least one man of our own time, to-wit, Browning. 
It is not inconceivable that Browning might have written his 
"Agamemnon" with only Professor Verrall's translation before 
him. It is safe to say that, with all his love of the recondite, the 
obscure, the bizarre, with all his carelessness of form, with all his 
avidity for causes c6Ulbres, he would never have seen the visions 
that he saw that June night on the terrace above Felice church, 
if the Hand always above his shoulder had placed before him this 
English translation of The Old Yellow Book. 

The parto supposto of the last quotation, in both its Italian 
and its Latin form, has led the translator into strange and fan- 
tastic liberties with his mother tongue. Being untrammeled by 
Flaubertesque scruples as to diction, he is free to endeavor by 
various shots to hit the mark. The "excess of her supposed con- 
ception" (p. 107) is perhaps the wildest shot. More often we 
hear of "Pompilia's pretended birth" (p. 153), or "the pretense 
of birth" (p. 164), or "the supposed birth" (p. 154), or "the 
falsity of the birth" (p. 50). Or, we read: "The said Francesca 
Pompilia was not their daughter, but was of a false birth" (p. 172). 
Again: "After a pretense of her birth had been made, she had 
been received and brought up by them" (p. 50). Under what- 
ever variant forms the phrase appears, it is calculated to enhance 
the extraordinary character of the adoptive mother's confession to 
the Grand Penitentiary. 

Jargon and cryptic utterance may perhaps pass muster in a 
translation, but the reader will be more simple than gentle if he 
is not sometimes conscious of a distinct break in the argument, 
whether it be in the direct narrative of the Italian or in the elab- 
orate periods of the Latin. For example, Pompilia in her deposi- 
tion, speaking of her husband's unreasoning jealousy, relates that 
he accused her of remaining upon the "balcony"-so loggia is 

translated--"in order to make love," and that she defended her- 
self against the charge by pointing out that she could not look 
into the windows of the neighboring house, "for the balcony was 
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6 LouISE FAGAN PEIRCE 

only as high as our heads" (p. 70). "A very extraordinary bal- 

cony, that of the Franceschini palace," the reader curious of 
architectural detail is bound to reflect. Even granting, however, 
such an odd excrescence upon the Aretine palace, he will wonder 

why it conclusively prevented a glimpse into neighboring windows. 
At this point a smattering of Italian might help him. Perche 
soprastava d. loggia alli Tetti solamente, runs the Italian. This 
loggia up above the neighboring roofs will appear a perfectly 
familiar feature of Tuscan domestic architecture, and moreover its 
situation will explain the absurdity of Guido's suspicions. Can 
it be that a professional translator has mistaken the second t in tetti 
for the long s in teste, and so translated roofs "heads," with a 

truly English contempt for the foolish conventions of grammatical 
gender. 

Another passage, this one from the Latin, which interrupts in 
a similar way the argument, may serve to confirm the suspicion. 
"The assembling of armed men" (coadunatio armatorum) for 

any purpose was forbidden in Rome, but it appears that some 
distinction of penalty was made between an assemblage ad malum 
finem and an assemblage ad bonum finem. Our translator renders 
ad malum finem properly enough "for an evil end," but to the 
demolition of the argument translates ad bonum finem, "in good 
faith" (p. 155), again despising servility to the letter and tran- 
scending the bounds of a purely arbitrary gender. 

To multiply examples of this sort of inaccuracy which some- 
times muddles and sometimes distorts the meaning of the context, 
would be an easy but a tedious task. Laetalia vulnera eidem 
inferat, "inflicts wounds unhesitatingly upon her" (p. 65), which 
is a rather ingenious translation if one derives laetalia from the 
same root as laetus; Sacro Testo, "Sacred Witness" (p. 124), 
which to a Protestant unversed in Catholic phraseology might 
seem a not unduly odd epithet for the Holy Scriptures; cameriero 
"chambermaid" (p. 75), which may be intended as a translation 
of an unknown into a known custom, rather than of an unknown 
into a known tongue-may suffice to illustrate this phase of the 
translator's shortcomings as a guide to the monoglot reader, 
although pp. 163 and 177 may be referred to for specimens of 
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A GUIDE FOR THE BLIND 7 

particularly inconsequent argument. But in the words of our 
translator, "I pass over responding to the many other impro- 
prieties, which have been advanced uselessly and without any 
point by the said Writer" (p. 183). 

Of the style of the translations from the Latin I will therefore 
not speak, though had the Harvard freshman perpetrated such a 
version of Cicero, it is safe to say it would have brought the luck- 
less youth once more into scandalous notoriety. Quite apart from 
the translator's inadequate knowledge of the foreign and maladroit 
handling of his own language, he has proceeded upon a theory of 
translation which only the nicest sense of linguistic values and the 
most acute perception of the logical trend of an argument could 
put into successful execution. To reduce them to "intelligible 
English idiom," the Latin periods have been "broken up" (p. 4). 
As a result, for the elaborate but closely compact Latin structure, 
we have a simple but disjointed English sentence arrangement, in 
which very generally the logical emphasis of the original has been 
shifted. The structural relations of the idea are distorted. In 
the process of splitting up the sentence the subordinate becomes 
co-ordinate only to the injury of the logical proportions. When 
relative clauses, ablative absolutes, even interjected illustrations, 
become independent sentences, the principal clause runs some risk 
of losing not only its grammatical but also its logical supremacy. 
So it happens that in many paragraphs of this translation there 
seem to be many members but no head, many statements but no 
argument. Professor Hodell's theory of translation is too delicate 
an instrument to be placed in ordinary hands. 

The entire critical apparatus bound up with the Book is avow- 
edly designed for the elucidation of the "source problem" (p. 294). 
Now indubitably one of the points upon which Browning's readers 
will most desire to have light is the source of the canonistic lore 
in the lawyers' speeches and the origin of such passages as 

Cornelia de Sicariis hurried to help 
Pompeia de Parricidiis; Julia de 
Something-or-other jostled Lex this-and-that; 

and it is on precisely these points that those who read the Latin 
pleas will receive most enlightenment: 
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8 LOUISE FAGAN PEIRCE 

Magnum quidem facinus, sed maximopere commiserandum, & excu- 
satione dignissimum, cui saeverissimae leges indulgent, & mitissimb se 
gerunt erga Maritos notam Infamiae delentes sanguine adulterarum 
Uxorum 1. Si Adulterium cum incastu 38 ? .Imperatores f. ad leg. Jul. 
de Adulter. 1. Marito 24. ff. eod. leg. Gracchus C. eod. leg. 1. ? .Fin. f. 
ad leg. Cornel. de Sycar. 1. Si quis in gravi 3. ? .Si tamen Maritus 
ff. ad Syllan. clar. ? .Homicidium. num. 49. Giurb. cons. 86. num. 9. 
Berlich. pract. conclus. ? .4. conclus. 27. num. 152. Caball. resol. crim. 
cas. 300. num. 5. Farinacc. quaest. 121. num. 63. Quod idem sancitum 
fuerat in legibus Athaeniensium, & solonis, hoc est sapientissimorum 
Legislatorum, & quod magis est in illo rudi saeculo Romuli leg. 15. ibi- 
Adulterii convictam vir, & Cognati uti volent necanto-ut refert ibi 
Balduin. Piccard. in ? .Item lex Julia de Adulteriis num. 3. Instit. de 
public. Judic., & similiter in legibus 12. Tabul., ut refert Aul. Gell. noct. 
Act. lib. 10. cap. 23. Tiraquell. ad leg. Connub. 15. num. 13. Covar. in 
Epitom. Decretal. lib. 4. part. 2. cap. 7. ? .7. in princ. & num. i., Ame- 
seva de potest. in se ipsum cap. 13. num. 12. in fin., Matthae. de re crim. 
controv. 11. num. 8. (p. x). 

So early as the second page of the Book one thus finds the key 
to much that is curious in "The Ring and the Book." So much 
for "those readers of Browning who are conversant with Italian 
and Latin." What of "the rest of his public" (p. 4), those for 
whom the translation has been provided? This is the version 
that they get: 

Great indeed is this crime, but very greatly to be pitied also, and 
most worthy of excuse. Even the most severe laws give indulgence and 
are very mild toward husbands who wipe out the stain of their infamy 
with the blood of their adulterous wives. [Citations.] This indeed was 
sanctioned in the laws of the Athenians and of Solon (that is, of the 
wisest of legislators), and what is more, even in the rude age of Romulus, 
law 15, where we read: "A man and his relatives may kill as they wish 
a wife convicted of adultery." [Citations.] 

"Citations" will throw little light upon 

The Athenian Code, 
Solon's, the name is serviceable, -then, 
The Laws of the Twelve Tables, that Fifteenth,- 

"Romulus" likewise rolls out round and large; 
The Julian; the Cornelian; Gracchus' Law. 
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A GUIDE FOR THE BLIND 9 

Yet the names thus summarily lumped together would explain 
every allusion here made besides such lines as 

See "De Re 
Criminali," in Matthaeus' divine piece, 

or 
Our Farinacci, our Gamaliel erst, 
In those immortal "Questions." 

This habit of omission, designed no doubt to simplify the text 
and therefore to be helpful to the reader, becomes at times an 
embarrassment and source of perplexity, as when we read " accord- 
ing to the prescript of the Bull" (p. 35), no Bull having previously 
been referred to, or "a text in the law of Emperor Hadrian" 
(p. 25), as though the great patron of Salvius Julianus and fore- 
runner of Justinian had made but one contribution to the code. 
The Latin runs in one case "ex praescripto Bullae Reforma- 
tionis san. mem. Pauli V. ? .10. n. 3.;" in the other " Textus in 
leg. Div. Adrianus ff. ad leg. Pomp. de Parricid." The trans- 
lator being accustomed to a short and easy method of dealing with 
"Citations" curtails them unduly even in passages like these, in 
which as integral parts of the text they exact of him a somewhat 
less summary treatment. As if to compensate, however, for his 
drastic suppression of the legal documentation, he exercises the 
utmost care to give chapter and verse of biblical quotations and is 
at pains to indicate that 

Heu fuge crudeles terras, fuge littus avarum, 

is from "Verg., Aen., iii, 44" (p. 173), an interesting fact of 
which the reader of the Italian original will be left in ignorance. 

The whole matter of proper names, indeed, is a vague and per- 
plexed one to our translator. Whether to let his jurisconsults 
and other authorities wear their Latin or their vernacular names, 
is a question about which his judgment is continually vacillating. 
The great lawyer of the Cenci trial appears now as Farinacci, 
now as Farinaccius. Chasseneux appears under his Latin name 
on the same page with Soccini; Farinacci and Raynaldus appear 
together in the same sentence (p. 85). Sometimes we have the 
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Latin form of the name, as "Marsilius," sometimes the Italian, as 
"Sanzio," sometimes the English, as "Ulpian," and sometimes, 
shall we say, the Esperanto, as "St. Hilario" (p. 169). Take the 
form "Hilario." It is not the Latin Hilarius, nor the Italian 
Ilario, nor yet the English Hilary, nor even the French Hilaire. 
Yet one conversant with any one of the four languages would 
recognize what is meant; and is not precisely this the specific 
quality of Esperanto ? 

The same might be said of the curious names under which the 
jurists Pellegrini and Matteo d'Afllitto appear. By all the laws 
of assimilation that obtain in the Italian tongue "Peregrini" 
(p. 192) and "Afflicti" (p. 30) are condemned as aliens, nor do 
I know in which of the Romance commonwealths they can claim 
citizenship, unless it be in the one which like themselves has come 
into being by autocratic fiat. 

In still odder guise appear two famous Milanese. Aegidius 
Bossius would hardly recognize himself under the exotic appella- 
tion of "Boss" (p. 193), and we may assert with confidence that 
in all these five hundred years and more Gian Galeazzo Visconti 
has never before figured as "Galeatius, Viscount of Mediolanum" 
(p. 64). 

Whether it is desirable or undesirable to translate proper 
names of men or places may be a subject for academic discussion, 
but it is not too much to ask that a translator make up his mind 
on the question beforehand and then hold to his theory consist- 
ently, at least in the course of one piece of work. Variety may 
be artistic, but it is not scientific. If we have Farinacci in a 
work of scientific scholarship, then we have a right to expect 
Ciriaco, and not Cyriacus, or if Mediolanum is the form that 
appeals to the translator, then Arretium and Florentia and Neapolis 
must follow. Can we, however, expect systematic precision of 
nomenclature from a guide whom no scruples of language or geog- 
raphy deter from translating episcopo Tornacensi, "the bishop of 
Tornacensis" (p. 27), or in Senatu Matritensi, "in the senate of 
Matritensis" (p. 17) ? 

One other indictment on the score of proper names must be 
entered: often the form, though not necessarily incorrect, is mis- 
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leading. "Gratian," if it suggests anything to the average Eng- 
lish reader, brings to mind the unfortunate son of Valentinian, 
who is not meant, and not the twelfth-century Bolognese monk of 
Santi Felice e Nabore, who is meant. If the reader is familiar 
with the history of canon law, he probably needs no translation; 
if he is not, "Gratian" will mislead him, as "Gratianus" or 
"Graziano" would not do, since these unfamiliar forms would at 
once apprise him of his ignorance. 

Or take: "Calvin gives other cases so decided [Citations]" 
(p. 15). It is startling to hear the great heresiarch thus adduced 
as authority in a papal court, for it is the Genevese reformer and 
nobody else that the name Calvin inevitably connotes to the 
American Protestant mind. Among us it is he who possesses a 
kind of prescriptive right to the name, and in any case it may well 
be doubted whether a German jurist, n6 Kahl, and masquerading 
in learned circles as Calvinus, has any claim to dispute it with 
him. The reader who has no special knowledge to check the 
translation is bound to get an erroneous impression. 

Upon such an inconsistency as the use in the same paragraph 
(p. 132) of the two forms "1Ecclesiastical State" and "1Ecclesiastic 
State" to designate that portion of Italian territory generally 
known as the States of the Church, or upon the idiosyncrasy of 

spelling kingdom with a small k though the Kingdom of Naples 
is referred to (p. 23), perhaps only a meticulous criticism would 
insist. It is not, however, too much to demand that an accredited 
interpreter of pamphlets "in the Apostolic Chamber's type" 
should be aware that a congregatio is not a "special sitting" 
(p. 121); that to render in causis tam beneficialibus, quam pro- 
fanis, "in causes philanthropic or profane" (p. 133) is neither 
technically nor substantially correct; that domus pro carcere, the 
"technical designation of the home of the Comparini" which "is 
found in the decree of transfer and is often repeated throughout 
the Book" (p. 317), was not employed for the first time in this 
case. 

Again, when one reads of "Judge A. C. Tommati" (p. 315), it 
is difficult to resist the impression that the translator believes the 
prefixed letters to indicate the prelate's baptismal names, and one 
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can but regret that Tommati did not happen to be the Uditore 
del A. C. met., that we might have seen under what grotesque 
guise his name would then have appeared. But conceding the 
utmost to a learned man-though appearances are against him- 
and granting that he knows that A. C. stands for Auditor Camerae, 
ought he not of his learning to assist the unlettered reader to a 
proper understanding of the letters, instead of lulling him into 
the belief that they represent something familiar? 

In the face, however, of the translator's rendering tres Audi- 
tores Sacrae Rotae, "three students of the Sacred Law" (p. 112), 
it is a strain upon charity to concede him any knowledge about 
Auditors or indeed about any part of the papal system of adminis- 
tration. "Sacred Court," though in itself distressing as a transla- 
tion of Sacra Rota, becomes quite tolerable after one discovers 
how wide thelimits of variation from the original may be. As Rota 
is a term which occurs in "The Ring and the Book," as well as in 
the Book, it would seem that our translator ought to have explained 
its meaning to us, as he amiably explains the meaning of Scylla and 
Charybdis. Possibly, however, the Encyclopaedia Britannica, the 

apparent source of the latter bit of erudition, failed him under the 
title "Rota." 

And this brings us to the subject of the "corpus of topical 
notes," where, perhaps it is needless to say, the same unscientific 
lack of system--symptomatic, shall we say, of "turbid heads" 

(p. 69)-prevails as in the translation. The announcement is 
explicitly made that "the annotation has been confined to the 
source problem" (p. 294). Yet many points that are raised both 
by the Book and by "The Ring and the Book" are left without 
explanation, while some quite irrelevant matter has been intro- 
duced. For instance, we look in vain for any account of the 
Roman judicial system or method of legal procedure, but we find 
a long discussion of the authority for the Formosus story, who, 
be he who he may, from Luitprand to Fleury, was certainly 
not one of the lawyers or pamphleteers of The Old Yellow 
Book. On technical terms the notes are almost uniformly 
unsatisfactory, and under "luogo di monte" it is difficult to 

accept a definition, untranslated, from an Italian dictionary, as an 
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adequate discussion of one of the great institutions of papal 
financial administration. 

On the other hand, the editor has shown praiseworthy activity 
in indicating Browning's verbal and structural dependence upon 
his source. He has inserted some interesting information about 
the Franceschini family, and searched the registers of San Lorenzo 
in Lucina for Pompilia's birth, marriage, and death records. 

Matthew Arnold, in his strictures upon this American life of 
ours, never spoke more truly than when he suggested there might 
be some defect in our perception of whatsoever things are elevated. 
How far this may be due to our education already tending to 
assume the form that President G. Stanley Hall recommends for 
the education of women, is an interesting question. The famous 
rule of President Hall is "to keep nothing that is not to become 
practical; to open no brain tracts which are not to be highways 
for the daily traffic of thought and conduct; not to overburden 
the soul with the impedimenta of libraries and records of what is 
afar off in time or zest." Is not such an education as this to 
shut one up in his own time, his own language, his own country, 
his own stratum of society, to make him blind to the beauty of 
antiquity, deaf to the magic incantations of the Middle Age, 
impervious to the spirit of other climes and other customs? If 
his education has ignored the imagination, narrowed the sympa- 
thies, confined the range of curiosity, will any amount of con- 
scientious effort and willing service enable him afterward to pass 
beyond his own milieu, to feel and to communicate the atmosphere 
of a foreign country, a remote epoch, a strange religion? 

However this may be, in translation, essay, and notes alike, 
the editor of The Old Yellow Book betrays a curious remoteness 
from his subject. In Catholic Italy he is quite ddpays&. For 
him the pope is "the crown of the institutional church of his day" 
(p. 270); the compunzione, in the throes of which mediaeval 
Italy became the mother of mystics and of saints, becomes in 
Pompilia "Christian tenderness" (p. 138); the grim old Aretine 
palace in which Pietro and Violante had suffered every privation 
and insult remains still to the American mind the "home" 
returning one night they find themselves "locked out of the 
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home" (p. 171). No man who has ever walked the galleries of 
Italy with joy and seen the majestic figures of the heroine of 
Bethuel which the art of every age has placed upon the walls 
could have described her thus: "Judith, who was an entirely 
chaste widow, of decorous appearance and fine looking in many 
ways," p. 91 (Juditham castissimam Viduam decora facie, & 
undique ornatam). 

For the idyllic grace of maternal love in Browning's Pompilia, 
we have the fatuous sentimentalism of " Pompilia's mother yearn- 
ing" (p. 296), "the little Gaetano" (p. 283). For the com- 
pressed dignity of the Latin angustia rei familiaris, we have the 
crude concreteness of "the meagerness of the home comforts" 
(p. 184). The cheap religiosity of such phrases as "a true Chris- 
tian hero" (p. 287), "the spirit of self-sacrificial love, which is 
the essence of Christianity" (p. 288); the pert crudeness of "the 
resurrected story" (p. 290); the indulgent Protestantism of "an 
embodied Madonna" (289) ; the up-to-date tang of " Claudius Jr." 
(p. 23) for Claudius filius or "Modestinus, Doctor of Law" (p. 25) 
for Modestinus, Juris Consultus; the general grotesqueness of 
diction as shown in the employment of words like "forbear," 
"chippy," "raised" in the sense of reared; the ostentatious 
employment of words only half understood, like genre and macro- 
cosm (pp. 290, 291)-are not all of these typical of the lack of 
elevation, the lack of distinction, the lack of cultivation, which 
obtains too much among us even in academic circles where 
"culture" is a profession? Not once in this study of a noble 
poem are we lifted into the spiritual empyrean. Not once in this 
tale of seventeenth-century Italy do we breathe any air but that 
of twentieth-century America. Is it unfair to wonder whether 
such a work can be of aid to any form of scholarship, be it popu- 
lar or otherwise ? 

In conclusion, however, it should be said that whatever the 
value of the critical apparatus appended to the work, the Carnegie 
Institution has rendered a notable service to real scholarship in 
reproducing The Old Yellow Book. The Book, reposing in its 
glass case in the Balliol College library and existing so far as 
was known in a unique exemplar, was practically as inaccessible 
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as the "dogseared Spicilegium" or the "vulgarized Horace" that 
flanked it once in the Piazza San Lorenzo. 

Having the Book we shall no longer hear from one critic that 
Bottinius' monologue is "too preposterous in its vigorous blacken- 
ing of his client, Pompilia's character," nor from another the 
ardent rejoinder that "there does exist in every great controversy 
a class of more or less official partizans who are engaged in defend- 
ing each cause by entirely inappropriate arguments." The pleas 
of the lawyers pro and con, which are found in full in the Book, 
prove once more the reality of the improbable and the folly of 
over-subtle exegesis. Bottinius, who at first blush seems to hold 
a thread of discourse as wildly improbable as Mrs. Nickleby or 
Flora Finching, appears in the Book quite as in "The Ring and 
the Book," with his literary allusions, his pedantic casuistry, his 

utterly and, apparently, consciously futile arguments, his frank 
admission of the possibility of his client's guilt. Browning never 
was a caricaturist; the publication of the Book vindicates him 
even in the hitherto doubtful case of Bottinius. 

The possession of the Book settles also such questions as why 
Browning introduced such "a cramp of Latin," told trifling, pro- 
saic, irrelevant tales, and adduced all sorts of legal authorities 
with names never before heard in the poetry of any tongue. We 
know now that he did it for the very simple reason that all these 
things were in his original. "Sfrisiandum," vocable unknown 
to Du Cange; the Smyrnean woman; Farinaccius, Butringarius, 
Castrensis, and their confreres; the pseudo-saying of our Lord, 
Honorem meum nemini dabo; there they all are; Browning did but 
speak by the Book. 

Even the form which Browning chose for his masterpiece will 
no longer afford matter for discussion. That, too, is found to 
have been suggested, if not determined, by the source. Not only 
do the procurators and the advocates present plea, proof, and 
information; not only are the depositions of Caponsacchi and 
Pompilia presented in the summaries; not only have we a file of 
the forged love-letters, which, it may be said parenthetically, 
appear to belong to cryptic rather than erotic literature; but in 
two anonymous pamphlets in the collection, written and circulated 
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in the interests of Guido and Pompilia respectively, appear the 
unmistakable lineaments of Half-Rome and The Other Half- 
Rome. Exegetical, psychological, antiquarian points, raised by 
"The Ring and the Book," are illuminated by a flood of light now 
that its source is known. 

LOUISE FAGAN PEIRCE 
GAMBIER, OHIO 
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